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The Orthodox Liturgical
Calendar - Season of Creation
“What the Orthodox icon does in space and matter, the Christian Orthodox liturgy effects
in praise and time.” 1
It is in the context of the Eastern Orthodox Churches’ importance of Creation that we
understand why the Orthodox Ecclesiastical New Year is observed on the 1st September. It
commemorates the Beginning, the ‘Indiction’, ‘Creation Day’.
“ ‘Indiction’ was introduced by St. Constantine the Great in 312 and decreed by the
Fathers of the First Ecumenical Council in Nicaea (325 A.D.), the day of ‘Indiction’ varied
based on local tradition. The word ‘Indiction’ is birthed from the Latin word meaning ‘to
proclaim’.
Each year, on September 1st, members of the Holy and Sacred Synod, led by the
Ecumenical Patriarch His All-Holiness, Bartholomew, gather at the Patriarchal Church of
St. George the Great Martyr in the Phanar to concelebrate the Divine Liturgy, venerate the
Holy Panagia Pammakaristos icon and proclaim the New Year. They also sign the
Patriarchal and Synodal Tome for the ‘Indictus’, an ancient practice dating back to the
time of Constantine the Great (+337). The Biblical-based traditions and Church customs
regarding the Ecclesiastical New Year continue to be honoured. More recently, the entire
Orthodox Church, led by the Ecumenical Patriarchate, has declared September 1st as a
day of prayer for the preservation of God’s Creation and the protection of the natural
environment.” 2
For the Byzantine Christian the Creation of the world is 1AM Anno Mundi, 5509BC. This is
because there are currently 2 dominant dates for Creation that exist using the Biblical model,
about 5500BC and about 4000BC. These are calculated from the genealogies in two versions of
the Bible predominately arising from the two versions of Genesis. The older date 5500BC
Byzantine Era of the Church Fathers is based on the Greek Septuagint.3 The 4000BC date of
James Ussher and the Hebrew Calendar are based on the Hebrew Masoretic text.4
The Church Fathers were aware of this discrepancy between the Greek and Hebrew Old
Testament chronology. However, it did not seem to bother them. Many traditional Orthodox
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Christians will use the Byzantine Calculations of the World Era, Anno Mundi (AM) in conjunction
with Anno Domini (AD).
The Creation of the world is for the Eastern Orthodox Christian the beginning of the
actualization of the Kingdom of God and so as such it is ‘The Beginning’. The Greek Orthodox
Archdiocese of America website states;
“The value of the natural Creation is revealed in the fact that it was made for God,
something which is beautifully expressed in Orthodox iconography, i.e. to be the context
for God's Incarnation and humankind's deification, and as such, the beginning of the
actualization of the Kingdom of God. We may say that the cosmos provides the stage
upon which humankind moves from Creation to deification. Ultimately, however, the
whole of the Creation is destined to become a transfigured world, since the salvation of
humankind necessarily involves the salvation of its natural home, the cosmos.” 5

The Season of Creation.
Because of the ancient nature of the Eastern Orthodox Church’s Calendar, as we have seen the
1st of September each year is celebrated as Creation Day, however, the Church follows this by a
liturgical Season of Creation. The Season of Creation’s three year liturgical cycle consists of:
Year 3 dedicated to the Wisdom of Creation; Year 2 dedicated to the Word of Creation; and
Year 1 dedicated to the Spirit of Creation. Each cycle ends with the Feast of St Francis of Assisi
and the Blessing of the Animals. The four Sundays in each Season of Creation, allows a wholehearted experience of celebrating the mysteries and wonders of Creation with God, Christ, and
the Holy Spirit.
Interestingly enough The World Council of Churches takes up the idea of the Orthodox Church’s
‘Season of Creation’.
“For centuries, our theology, our ethics, and our worship have been oriented in two
dimensions: our relationship with God and our human relationships with one another.
Now it is time to turn our attention to God’s relationship with all Creation and with our
relationship with Creation and with God through Creation. Celebrating in this way can
bring about a consciousness of the crisis that Creation faces.” 6
Through the liturgical Season of Creation’ there is a focus within the Church’s liturgical year on
‘God the Creator’; we would not however find this focus in the Western Church’s liturgical year.
This is a strong point to make because unless we can see what worship can be like in a season
devoted fully to Creator and Creation, we will probably not adequately incorporate care for
Creation into worship throughout the rest of the year. We need the Season of Creation to wake
us up and show us another way to worship and engage with Creation. We need to celebrate
Creation and thereby empathize with those parts of Creation—human and non-human—that are
groaning because of human crimes against Creation. For this reason, the experience of a
Season of Creation through four Sundays in the Church year alone will not bring the
transformation in consciousness. We need to address the ecological problems we face today
in God’s Creation.
5
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The ‘Earthday Icon’s design based on the Liturgical Season of Creation
Within the ‘Earthday Icon’ we find: at the Centre Saint Francis of Assisi, Blessing of the animals
as is done at the end of each year’s Season of Creation, on the 4th October; the Inner Circle
represents The Wisdom of Creation Year 3 in the Liturgical Cycle; the Middle Circle – The Word
of Creation Year 2 and the Outer Circle – The Spirit of Creation Year 1.

The Centre – THE BLESSING OF THE ANIMALS.
Orthodox spirituality is built not upon theological speculation or philosophy but upon the
experiences of those who have known God, and the purpose of Eastern Christian spirituality is
to lead each baptized soul to such experience for him or herself.
Saint Francis of Assisi 1181/2 to 1226 was an exceptional life-affirming Saint ‘who loved the
world and all that there is in it.’ As theologian and historian John S. Romanides wrote:

“In the Orthodox…tradition, genuine spiritual experience is the foundation of
dogmatic formulations…” 7
Saint Francis of Assisi

So at the very centre of this ‘Earthday Icon’ is Saint Francis of Assisi whose spiritual experience
of God in nature has shaped much Christian doctrine on the environment, especially, how to
respond to its beauty and therefore, the respect and dignity that should be demonstrated
towards God’s Creation.
In his Encyclical Laudato Si on the Environment Pope Francis writes this of Saint Francis;
7
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“I do not want to write this Encyclical without turning to that attractive and compelling
figure, whose name I took as my guide and inspiration when I was elected Bishop of
Rome. I believe that Saint Francis is the example par excellence of care for the vulnerable
and of an integral ecology lived out joyfully and authentically. He is the patron saint of all
who study and work in the area of ecology, and he is also much loved by nonChristians... He was a mystic and a pilgrim who lived in simplicity and in wonderful
harmony with God, with others, with nature and with himself. He shows us just how
inseparable the bond is between concern for nature, justice for the poor, commitment to
society, and interior peace.”8

The Narrative
Several scripture references are offered for the liturgy of the Blessing of the Animals. They are:
Old Testament: Genesis 2:18-25. Revelation 5:11-14. and Matthew 6:25-29
“The man should not be alone; I will make him a helper as his partner.”
19
So out of the ground the LORD God formed every animal of the field and
every bird of the air, and brought them to the man to see what he would call
them; and whatever the man called every living creature, that was its name.
20
The man gave names to all cattle, and to the birds of the air, and to every
animal of the field; 9
“’Animals created as partners’. God creates the animals and birds from the same ground
that the first human is created. Animals and humans are kin and partners. The first human
names the animals as part of a living family in Eden” 10
In Revelation 5:11-14 the scripture text gives a future hope as echoed by Saint Francis of Assisi
11 “

Then I looked, and I heard the voice of many angels surrounding the
throne and the living creatures and the elders; they numbered myriads of
myriads and thousands of thousands, 12 singing with full voice,
13
Then I heard every creature in heaven and on earth and under the earth
and in the sea, and all that is in them, singing,
“To the one seated on the throne and to the Lamb be blessing and honour
and glory and might forever and ever!”.”11
“Animals around the throne”. In this vision of the future, it is not only angels that praise
Christ on the throne, but also the living creatures of Earth and sky. They are an integral
part of our hope and our future.” 12
In Matthew’s Gospel 6:25-29 the reader is told not to worry about material and temporal things,
but to look at what has been achieved in Creation.
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“Therefore I tell you, do not worry about your life, what you will eat or
what you will drink, or about your body, what you will wear. Is not life more
than food, and the body more than clothing? 26 Look at the birds of the air;
they neither sow nor reap nor gather into barns, and yet your heavenly
Father feeds them. Are you not of more value than they? 27 And can any of
you by worrying add a single hour to your span of life? 28 And why do you
worry about clothing? Consider the lilies of the field, how they grow; they
neither toil nor spin, 29 yet I tell you, even Solomon in all his glory was not
clothed like one of these.”13
“‘How God has made Creation beautiful’. That even Solomon is all his royal splendour
cannot match the brilliance of the creatures of land and sky that God creates and
feeds.”14

The language of the icon.
All of these aspects of Creation I have tried to convey in the icon, especially the emphasis that
we learn by example. For this reason I have placed Saint Francis of Assisi at the centre. Saints
in iconography are messengers of truth; they illuminate what holy living can achieve. They wear
a halo because their holiness has been recognised and their life has been held up as an
example to be followed. So here Saint Francis is a model for environmental concern.
Celebrating his Feast Day on the 4th October each year with the Blessing of Animals reminds
the onlooker of the value and importance of animal life on this planet. The gold orb in which St
Francis is placed, and which is held in position by angels, envelopes the Saint with God’s
presence. Francis’ example steers the onlooker towards the fulfilment of the Divine plan, setting
a path that can be followed.

The Mauritian Pink Pigeon
Often in icons of Saint Francis he is seen holding a Dove of Peace. Here in the ‘Earthday’ icon I
have placed in the Centre with Saint Francis the Mauritian Pink Pigeon, The pink pigeon
became nearly extinct in the 1990s and is still a very an endangered species. Since 1977, its
numbers have increased due to the efforts of the Durrell Wildlife Zoo in Jersey. According to
Durrell Wildlife Zoo the Mauritian Pink Pigeon has been a real success story –
“Over 30 years of captive breeding, releasing and intensive management in the wild has
increased the population from 16 to 400 wild birds.” 15
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Kingdom Phylum
Class Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Aves Columbiformes Columbidae
Latin name: Nesoenas mayeri
Distribution & Habitat : endemic to Mauritius.16
Features: Pink pigeons have pale pinkish-grey plumage on their head, shoulders and
underside, along with pink feet.
Conservation concern: Severe loss of habitat has been compounded by continued predation
of nests and adults by introduced crab-eating macaque mongoose, rats and feral cats. Invasive
plant species reduce the quality of breeding and foraging habitat. Cyclones destroy nests and
accelerate habitat degradation. The disease trichomonosis was brought to Mauritius by alien
pigeons (which now act as a reservoir for the disease) and 359 (84.3%) of 429 individual birds
screened between 2002-2004 tested positive. The blood parasite Leucocytozoon
marchouxi may also cause mortality, especially in juveniles. Inbreeding depression is an
ongoing concern.17

The Inner Circle - THE WISDOM OF CREATION
“The Wisdom of Creation is the deep impulse within all aspects of Creation which guides the
purpose of Creation. Here we find: Universe Sunday, Animal Sunday, Ocean Sunday and
Storm Sunday. The Gospel of Matthew is predominately read in the Churches during Year 3.”18
In the ‘Earthday Icon’ the Inner Circle illustrates the Wisdom of Creation. I have divided this
Circle into 4 sections, and I have chosen to depict them through shape, form, pattern and myth.
When looking at the icon, the Universe section is opposite the Animal section and the Ocean
section is opposite the Storm section. Universe Sunday and Animal Sunday enabled a way of
illustrating the Christian mythology of Creation. Ocean and storm are primordial elements of the
Creation story; elements of Creation that could be illustrated by typical patterns found in
iconography yet allow a discourse on these essential elements.
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In the Old Testament: Proverbs 8.22-31 a woman is portrayed as speaking. She is Wisdom.
She claims to have existed before God created the universe and was a partner with God in the
design of each part of the universe.
22

The LORD created me at the beginning of his work, the first of his acts of
long ago.
23
Ages ago I was set up, at the first, before the beginning of the earth.
24
When there were no depths I was brought forth, when there were no
springs abounding with water.
25
Before the mountains had been shaped, before the hills, I was brought
forth—
26
when he had not yet made earth and fields, or the world’s first bits of soil.
27
When he established the heavens, I was there, when he drew a circle on
the face of the deep,
28
when he made firm the skies above, when he established the fountains of
the deep,
29
when he assigned to the sea its limit, so that the waters might not
transgress his command, when he marked out the foundations of the earth,
30
then I was beside him, like a master worker; and I was daily his delight,
rejoicing before him always,
31
rejoicing in his inhabited world”19

Universe Sunday

Seasons of Creation Liturgy
“We worship this Sunday with the entire universe, conscious that the universe is a vast
sacred space. The special focus is the spiritual impulse or presence that permeates the
universe and is connected with each of us on Earth. That impulse is also called Wisdom!
Universe refers to all that exists, every dimension of time and space, spiritual and
material. The universe is both the glittering galaxies that humans have begun to explore
19
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as well as distant domains far beyond our imagination. All Creation is one sacred cosmic
reality, a spiritual universe filled with God’s presence.” 20

The Narrative.
The whole world is formed by the wisdom of God thereby giving it all its parts, laws, design and
purpose. God created all.
1

” In the beginning when God created the heavens and the earth,”

21

The expression ‘the heavens’ can be found in numerous places in the Bible. In Psalm 19 it says:
1“

The heavens are telling the glory of God; and the firmament proclaims his
handiwork.”22
The wisdom of antiquity tells us that these heavens, this cosmos created by the divine logos,
the Word of God, are beautiful, and are worthy of praise.

The Language of the icon.
In this section of the ‘Earthday’ icon I have included stars and planets. Nestled in the middle of
them is a Cherub flanked by 2 Seraphim. These images give us an insight into the mind of God.
In God’s wisdom these things were created.
‘Heavens’ is an Old English word with Germanic origins (heofon ‘home of God’), It was earlier,
thought to mean the visible sky, firmament. Whereas, the ‘Cosmos’ in Greek refers to the
assembly of things, what is in order and well organised, rather than the contrary, which is chaos.
It is also synonymous with ‘order & beauty’.
Cherubim is a Hebrew word meaning “great understanding” or “effusion of wisdom”. They are
described in this way because of their closeness to God. In Psalm 19 the Lord is described as
dwelling “between the Cherubim”
“The ark of God, which is called by the name of the LORD of hosts who is
enthroned on the cherubim.”23
In the ‘Earthday Icon’ the cherub is in red, because in iconography Cherubim are described as
guarding Eden with a “flaming sword” and are also shown as all-seeing with numerous eyes on
their wings, relating to the aforementioned “effusion of wisdom” revealed by their name. Hence,
in this ‘Earthday Icon’, the eyes painted on the cherubs wings.
The 2 Seraphim are also painted in red, in Hebrew Seraphim means the “burning ones” as they
are often depicted in a fiery red because of their proximity to God, because they are the closest
to the throne of God, and as such are flame-like.

20
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“For our God is a consuming fire.”
“His throne was a flame of fire.”

25

24

;

;

“The appearance of the Lord was like a blazing fire.”26.
The Seraphim, are painted in red, signifying this flame. In iconography they have 6 wings
arranged in a particular way: two pointing down covering the feet, two up covering the face, and
two outstretched in order to fly.

Animal Sunday

Seasons of Creation Liturgy
“Animals refers to the all the living kingdoms and species on planet Earth—in the wild, in
our lives, and in our soils. In Genesis One, all living species emerge from Earth who is
their common mother. In Genesis Two, the first human and all other animals are created
from clay and the breath of God. In our call to worship we express our kinship with the
animal world. We are, in fact, a family of animals—both biologically and spiritually. The
creatures of Earth are our kin. We have all emerged from Earth and return to Earth. All
living things are animated by the very breath/spirit of God. The loss or survival of a given
species is a family matter.” 27
This Sunday celebrates birds, animals, reptiles, and all living creatures, with a special focus on
endangered or extinct species.

The Narrative

24
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“The Lord then said to Noah, ‘Go into the ark, you and your whole family,
because I have found you righteous in this generation. 2Take with you
seven pairs of every kind of clean animal, a male and its mate, and one pair
of every kind of unclean animal, a male and its mate, 3and also seven pairs
of every kind of bird, male and female, to keep their various kinds alive
throughout the earth. 4Seven days from now I will send rain on the earth for
forty days and forty nights, and I will wipe from the face of the earth every
living creature I have made’.”28

The language of the icon
In this ‘Earthday Icon’ for Animal Sunday it was appropriate to bring in the Jewish / Christian
Creation mythology of; the flood, the ark, the animals and the promise. Here in God’s wisdom, in
the cosmic mind of God, we encounter this loving God undertaking a cycle of Creation, unCreation, and re-Creation. What was set needed to be upset in order to be reset, a well known
process of renewal.
The Flood mimics the events of Creation in reverse, finally destroying living things.
“God sent the water from two different sources: the "windows" in heaven (rain) and the
"fountains of the deep". The water submersed the entire planet. In Genesis 1 God
separates the "waters above the earth" from those below so that dry land can appear as
a home for living things, but in the flood story the "windows of heaven" and "fountains of
the deep are opened so that the world is returned to the watery chaos of the time before
Creation. Even the sequence of flood events mimics that of Creation, the flood first
covering the earth to the highest mountains, then destroying, in order, birds, cattle,
beasts, "swarming creatures", and finally mankind.” 29
.
The ark is seen as a microcosm of the created world, since the story of the flood closely
parallels the story of the Creation:
“A cycle of Creation, un-Creation, and re-Creation, in which the ark plays a pivotal role.
Noah's three-deck ark represents the three-levels of the Hebrew cosmos in miniature: the
heavens, the earth, and the waters beneath. In Genesis 1, God created the three-level
world as a space in the midst of the waters for humanity; in Genesis 6–8 (the flood
narrative) he fills that space with waters again, saving only Noah, his family and the
animals with him in the ark”30
Noah was instructed to build a gigantic ship, named an Ark, and instructed to collect
representatives of pure and impure terrestrial animals and birds so that they could reproduce
anew on the planet after the Flood. By doing this Noah seals the “Noahide Covenant” with God,
and God in return gave a rainbow as a sign so that God might remember his promise not to
flood the earth again, as a punishment for humanity.
12

God said, “This is the sign of the covenant that I make between me and
you and every living creature that is with you, for all future generations: 13 I
28
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have set my bow in the clouds, and it shall be a sign of the covenant
between me and the earth. 17 God said to Noah, “This is the sign of the
covenant that I have established between me and all flesh that is on the
earth.”31
From the Jewish perspective the Ark itself is likewise a microcosm of the Temple built by
Solomon. From the Eastern Orthodox Christian perspective the Ark is a symbol of the Temple, a
vessel of salvation and deification, in order to partake in Divine Nature. The church building
itself has a dedicated nave at its centre, in Latin: nāvis, meaning ship. This is a reference to
Noah's Ark but more importantly the mission of the Church is compared to the ship of our
salvation.

Ocean Sunday

Seasons of Creation Liturgy
“The waters of the oceans are the waters of life for the entire planet. Old Testament: Job
38.8-11, 16-18 ‘The Mysteries of Creation’ In this portrait of God creating the universe,
Earth is constructed like a grand edifice, the ocean is born like a baby and restrained
with boundaries, while down below lie domains called the deep and the realm of the
dead.” 32

The Narrative
“Who shut in the sea with doors when it burst out from the womb?—9 when
I made the clouds its garment, and thick darkness its swaddling band,
10
and prescribed bounds for it, and set bars and doors,11 and said, ‘Thus far
shall you come, and no farther, and here shall your proud waves be
stopped’? or walked in the recesses of the deep?17 33

31
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“Earth with its oceans is a complex of profound mysteries designed by the Creator.
Ocean refers to the masses of waters that cover two thirds of Earth’s surface, along with
the seven seas and the watery deeps where a myriad of species live, many of which are
still undiscovered. The ocean is a world of mystery and beauty, of fascinating depths and
spectacular life forms. The ocean is that vast domain many of our ancestors crossed to
reach all parts of planet Earth.” 34
“The earth was a formless void and darkness covered the face of the
deep, while a wind from God swept over the face of the waters.”35

The language of the icon
The wave pattern we see in this icon is typical of the representation of the sea and water in
icons.
“The ocean’ originally denoted the whole body of water regarded as encompassing the
earth's single land mass. From the Greek (ōkeanos) ‘great stream encircling the earth's
disc”.36
Whereas, the ‘Deep’ –
“Tehom in Hebrew meaning the Deep or Abyss (Greek Septuagint: ábyssos), refers to the
Great Deep of the primordial waters of Creation in the Bible”.37
The deep is seen as a chaotic element that needs to be ordered. (Genesis 1:2). The Jerome
Bible Commentary states:
“’two structured chaotic elements obstruct the emergence of the peopled cosmos – the
deep and primordial night. Night is vanquished on the first day by the Creation of light,
and the deep on the second and third days by the separation of the waters and the
making of the sea”.38
It is on the second and third day of Creation that the water is tamed and given purpose. Saint
Francis of Assisi in his canticle describes the sea as a sister, seeing it as having a personal and
close relationship to humankind.
“Praised be You my Lord through Sister Water,
So useful, humble, precious and pure.” 39
These are certainly not the destructive waters of the Flood, but the birthing waters of Creation.
Water here is a symbol of life as well as a means of cleansing, or purification, this is of particular
importance in the Old Testament. This Old Testament concept of water prefigures the baptismal
mystery. The traditional exegesis focuses mainly on the contrast between the life giving water of
Creation and the Flood water of destruction, cleansing sin. Two baptisms: in Christian teaching
34
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and liturgy the water of baptism is life giving, it imparts new life, cleanses and steers the
baptised person heavenwards.
The Waters of the Flood is a very popular prototype of baptism as we see in 1 Peter 3:20-21.
Here we are to understand the Flood as baptism and those few who were saved in the ark thus
prefiguring the ‘Church of baptized Christians’ who are saved by the Resurrection of Christ.
20

who in former times did not obey, when God waited patiently in the days
of Noah, during the building of the ark, in which a few, that is, eight
persons, were saved through water. 21 And baptism, which this prefigured,
now saves you—not as a removal of dirt from the body, but as an appeal to
God for a good conscience, through the resurrection of Jesus Christ.” 40
John of Damascus clearly recognises the Flood as the very first baptism which destroyed sins.
“He applies the image of the Flood both to baptism in general and to the baptism of
Christ in particular. In the latter case we encounter the idea that positive changes of
fallen Creation first took place in the human nature of Christ. For the salvation of mortals
he washed away sin in water as well as the Flood. John uses this language not to deepen
the mystery but to emphasise the fullness of the human nature of Christ.” 41
Here in the ‘Earthday’ icon each wave layer shown through pattern should take the onlooker
deeper and deeper into the mysteries of water as played out in the Christian faith.

Storm Sunday

Seasons of Creation Liturgy
“This Storm Sunday refers to the world of the weather, the gales, the lightning, the
winds, the hurricanes, the downpours, and the tornados. Storm means the weather we
40
41
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need to renew our planet and the weather that expresses the destructive forces of nature.
Storms are events we celebrate in the weather cycle that sustains Earth as a living
planet, but they are also events that frighten us and that are destructive of human and
non-human life. We enter into God’s presence appearing in a storm as God did on Mount
Sinai. Sometimes, in the Old Testament, God is depicted as riding on clouds with the
winds serving as messengers racing ahead. At other times, God’s voice is portrayed as
thunder. God often seems to be present deep within a storm.” 42
Yes, this true storm is a destructive force it ‘upsets’ our surroundings but it can also be a
creative movement. It can give life in its reordering of things, as was present at the onset of
Creation

The Narrative
“The "Spirit of God" hovering over the waters.”43

The language of the icon
The Spirit of God or sometimes referred to as the wind of God sweeping over the waters:
“In Hebrew ‘ruah’ (air in motion; hence “wind” “breath” “spirit” here means wind.) The
"Spirit of God" hovering over the waters in some translations of Genesis 1:2 comes from
the Hebrew phrase ‘ruach elohim’, which has alternately been interpreted as a "great
wind". ‘Rûach’ has the meanings "wind, spirit, breath," and elohim can mean "great" as
well as "God". The ‘ruach elohim’ which moves over the Deep may therefore mean the
"wind/breath of God." 44
The wind of God sweeping over the waters is a brooding creating movement, showing that the
birth of the Cosmos out of chaos was never beyond God’s control.
Francis of Assisi in his canticle again attributes a mood to the storm:
“Praised be You, my Lord, through Brothers Wind and Air
And fair and stormy, all weather's moods”,
by which You cherish all that You have made.” 45
The storm wind of God returns in the Flood story. The storm wind is the means by which God
restores the earth. Psalms 18:15 reveals this storm wind.
“Then the channels of the sea could be seen, and the foundations of the
earth were uncovered because of your rebuke, LORD, because of the blast
from the breath of your nostrils.”46
In New Testament Scripture we see that it is Christ who calms the storm. Christ the ‘eternal
logos incarnate’, who shows that God remains in control of Creation.
42
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“35

On that day, when evening had come, he said to them, “Let us go
across to the other side.” 36 And leaving the crowd behind, they took him
with them in the boat, just as he was. Other boats were with him. 37 A great
windstorm arose, and the waves beat into the boat, so that the boat was
already being swamped. 38 But he was in the stern, asleep on the cushion;
and they woke him up and said to him, “Teacher, do you not care that we
are perishing?” 39 He woke up and rebuked the wind, and said to the sea,
“Peace! Be still!” Then the wind ceased, and there was a dead calm. 40 He
said to them, “Why are you afraid? Have you still no faith?” 41 And they
were filled with great awe and said to one another, “Who then is this, that
even the wind and the sea obey him?”47
This is clearly the New Testament’s parallel story to the storm of the Flood. The Divine Plan
although stormy at times is still under the control of the God of Creation.

The Middle Circle –THE WORD OF CREATION
Within the middle circle of the ‘Earthday’ icon we encounter the Orthodox Season of Creation
Year 2, The Word of Creation, with the Gospel of Mark predominately read in the churches.
Here within the icon, the Word of Creation is illustrated in 4 sections corresponding to the 4
Sundays celebrated during this liturgical season; Planet Sunday, Humanity Sunday, Sky
Sunday and Mountain Sunday.
The Cosmic Christ is the Word made flesh, who dwells among us. The ‘Eternal Logos
Incarnate’. This is why in the Planet section it is Christ who creates Planet Earth, Sun and
Moon. In the Humanity section Christ creates humankind. In the Sky and Mountain - Heaven
and Earth - sections I have included the natural habitats of Sky and Mountain, heaven and earth
as a reality, within which I included different animal species. Whereas, in the mythological
Creation sections I have used iconographic prototypes for the Creation of the earth, sun, moon
and humankind.

Planet Earth Sunday

47
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Seasons of Creation Liturgy
“This Sunday we discover the story of Earth being born, how the Word continues to be
the impulse that creates in Earth, and the amazing truth that the Word is born of flesh
and blood on Earth. Earth refers to the fragile green blue planet, that chunk of stardust in
the solar system we now call home. Earth is also the domain that is filled with God’s
glory. God’s same glory is revealed in the Word made flesh from the Earth and born on
planet Earth.”48

The Narrative
In John 1:1-14 ‘The Word’, the ‘Logos’, becomes part of Earth’ The Logos, which has come
before all things and is God, is the source of all Creation. Jesus becomes flesh and blood, the
very stuff of Creation. The Word of life becomes part of the living planet Earth.
“In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the
Word was God. He was in the beginning with God.” 49
The Eternal Logos Incarnate, Christ, creates the planet Earth, the sun and the moon.
“All things came into being through him, and without him not one thing
came into being. What has come into being in him was life.”50
In Ephesians 1.3-10 we encounter the Cosmic Christ.
“3

Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who has
blessed us in Christ with every spiritual blessing in the heavenly places,
4
just as he chose us in Christ before the foundation of the world to be holy
and blameless before him in love. 5 He destined us for adoption as his
children through Jesus Christ, according to the good pleasure of his will, 6 to
the praise of his glorious grace that he freely bestowed on us in the
Beloved. 7 In him we have redemption through his blood, the forgiveness of
our trespasses, according to the riches of his grace 8 that he lavished on us.
With all wisdom and insight 9 he has made known to us the mystery of his
will, according to his good pleasure that he set forth in Christ, 10 as a plan
for the fullness of time, to gather up all things in him, things in heaven and
things on earth.” 51
“In Jesus the Christ, we not only face the eternal mystery of forgiveness and salvation,
but also the truth that, as the cosmic one, Christ gathers all things together and unites
the cosmos. The cosmic Christ fills the universe!” 52

48
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The language of the icon
In this section of the ‘Earthday Icon’ we discover the Cosmic Christ in the gesture of creating
planet earth and again creating the sun and the moon. These images are the essence of much
Creation iconography. Christ is the ‘Eternal Logos Incarnate’.
Often in Creation iconography, the sun and the moon assume human form. By these human
faces they acquire a personal dimension, just like people; just like God. In the Canticle of St
Francis we see this type of relationship:
“Praised be You my Lord with all Your creatures,
especially Brother Sun,
Who is the day through whom You give us light.
And he is beautiful and radiant with great splendour,
Of You Most High, he bears the likeness.
Praised be You, my Lord, through Sister Moon and the stars,
In the heavens you have made them bright, precious and fair.”

53

This section of the icon also shows the Cosmic Christ as an architect measuring the Creation of
Planet Earth with a pair of compasses or dividers. Christ measuring the earth in this way calls
to mind Paul’s account, that in order to understand and reveal the mysteries we must:
18 “

Have the power to comprehend, with all the saints, what is the breadth
and length and height and depth, 19 and to know the love of Christ that
surpasses knowledge, so that you may be filled with all the fullness of
God.”54
After the destruction of Solomon’s Temple in the 10th Century, we are told in the book of Ezekiel
a mysterious figure appears to the prophet giving him the exact measurements of the Temple:
“Behold, there was a man whose appearance was like the appearance of
bronze. He had a line of flax and a measuring rod in his hand.”55
This visual imagery contributes to, and enables the onlooker to read the narrative.

53
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Humanity Sunday

Seasons of Creation Liturgy
“This Sunday shows that in the past, human beings have chosen the mandate to
dominate (in Gen 1:26-28) over the commission to serve (in Gen 2:15). Humanity refers to
human beings as an integral part of Creation. All human beings, of every ethnic origin
and visual appearance, are included. Human beings, as part of Creation, are kin with all
other living creatures.” 56

The Narrative
Creation of humankind: Genesis 1
In Genesis 1:24-25. On the 6th Day, God creates all the animals and then creates humankind
“Let us make humankind in our image, according to our likeness;”57
This is followed by a statement that has caused much controversy.
“and let them have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the birds of
the air, and over the cattle, and over all the wild animals of the earth, and
over every creeping thing that creeps upon the earth.”
“so God created humankind in his image, in the image of God he created
them, male and female he created them.”58.
Creation of humankind: Genesis 2.
“Then the Lord said ‘It is not good that the man should be alone; I will make
him a helper as his partner.” 59
56
57
58
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Genesis 2:19-20. All the animals are created and given names by Adam, and then ends with the
statement “there was not found a helper as his partner.”
“So the Lord God caused a deep sleep to fall upon the man, and he slept;
then he took one of his ribs and closed up its place with flesh. And the rib
that the Lord God had taken from the man he made into a woman and
brought her to the man.” Then the man said, ‘this at last is bone of my
bones and flesh of my flesh; this one shall be called Woman, for out of Man
this one was taken.’” 60.
Why two versions of Creation in Genesis? When were these accounts in written? It seems the
Yahwists’ wrote in about the 10th century BC, we find their version of the Creation story in
Genesis 2, whereas the Creation story at Genesis 1 is from the Priestly writers of the 6th century
BC.

The language of the icon
In this section of the icon I have chosen the iconographic prototype of Christ holding the rib of
Adam as he awakes from a God induced sleep. This image is taken from Genesis 2:18.
Within both these accounts "the first human is called Adam because he is taken from the soil
[Adamah in Hebrew]. In the created world only the human being combines material and spiritual
elements.
“There is a binding unity and continuity that we share with all of God’s Creation. Indeed,
the depth of Adam (haadam) is originally created from and deeply correlated to the
topsoil of the earth (adamah).” 61
According to Fr. William P Saunders a Roman Catholic theologian;
“The "deep sleep" denotes God's divine activity. God Himself is the one creating. In
Chapter 2 of Genesis, God created Adam from the earth and breathed life into him, and
now He takes from the flesh of the man to create the woman.” 62
The first woman Eve is created from the rib of Adam, created to be a partner to Adam, a cocreator with Adam.
“Some scholars suggest that the word "rib" in the ancient Sumerian language means
both "rib" and "life." Accepting this meaning of "life," all of the phrasing - "rib," "bone of
my bone, flesh of my flesh," and "man and woman," - denotes the creative love of God
and the original unity of man and woman.” 63
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Eve means ‘life.’ By the eating of the forbidden fruit Yahweh sees disobedience in the Garden of
Eden and the whole Earth is now filled with corruption. Thus the narrative explains that created
humanity has turned its back on the life-giving God who made humans as co-creators. All this
takes place in God’s garden, the Garden of Eden, in Hebrew Gan ʿEḏen or Paradise.
“Traditionally, scholars favoured deriving the name "Eden" from the Akkadian edinnu,
derived from a Sumerian word edin meaning "plain" or "steppe". Chaim Cohen, however,
writes that Eden is more closely related to an Aramaic root word meaning "fruitful, wellwatered." Another interpretation associates the name "Eden" with a Hebrew word for
"pleasure". 64
“A river flowed from Eden to water the garden.”

65

From an Eastern Orthodox perspective, the human being is a microcosm of the whole of
Creation.
“The Church Fathers often speak of the human being as a "little world", a "microcosm"
of the whole of the Creation. Using this notion, the Church Fathers teach that the human
body contains in it all levels of existence of the natural world which preceded it in order
of the Creation, and considered the physical elements which make up the human body as
in no way different from those which constitute the physical world. This means that the
natural world is fully integrated with the human being and the whole of the Creation.” 66
Eastern Orthodox teaching believes in a Trinitarian God, so often in iconography God the third
person of the Trinity is shown as a dove descending from heaven. It is therefore a symbol of the
Holy Spirit.
“10

And just as he was coming up out of the water, he saw the heavens torn
apart and the Spirit descending like a dove on him.”67
It is for this reason that I have included the Ringed Turtle Dove in this section of the icon. This
bird might be a symbol in Biblical terms but in reality this dove’s survival is a cause for concern.

Ringed turtle dove
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Kingdom Phylum
Class Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Aves Columbiformes Columbidae
Latin name Streptopelia capicola,
Distribution & Habitat: in East and southern Africa. It occupies a diverse range of habitat
types, including semi-desert scrub, and Acacia savannah, a variety of woodland types,
farmlands, open plantations and acacia thickets. In southern Africa they are most commonly
observed in fynbos regions, miombo and mopane woodlands, besides any grassland types from
moist to dry regions.
Features: Within range, it’s penetrating and rhythmic, three-syllabled crooning is a familiar
sound at any time of the year. Its name is derived from the semi-collar of black feathers on the
lower nape.
Conservation concern: They are vulnerable at exposed waterholes or in plantations where
they are preyed on by lanner falcons and black sparrow hawks respectively. In addition they are
preyed on by reptiles, wild cats, jackals, genets, herons, storks, eagles and barn owls. Nests
are vulnerable to birds, snakes and locally, grey squirrel. 68

Sky Sunday

Seasons of Creation Liturgy
“We worship this week with the skies above us. “Sky refers to the all the domains of
Creation above and around Earth. Sky especially refers to the domains close to Earth—
the wind, the clouds, the air—the atmosphere. We become aware that the skies not only
announce the presence of God in Earth, but also that the skies mourn/grow dark in
empathy when Earth below is wounded.” 69
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The Narrative
In the Old Testament Jeremiah 4:23-28 sees Earth return to chaos and the skies respond with
mourning.
23 “

I looked on the earth, and lo, it was waste and void; and to the heavens,
and they had no light. 24 I looked on the mountains, and lo, they were
quaking, and all the hills moved to and fro. 25 I looked, and lo, there was no
one at all, and all the birds of the air had fled.”70

The language of the icon
In this section of the icon the beauty of the birds of the sky is highlighted. This is so eloquently
described by St Francis in one of his Sermons:
“Peace, birds, peace!’ My brother and sister birds, you should greatly praise your Creator
and love him always. He gave you feathers to wear, and wings to fly, and whatever you
need. God made you noble among his creatures and gave you a home in the purity of the
air, so that, though you do not sow nor reap, he nevertheless protects and governs you
without your least care.” 71
The Heavens in Hebrew is shamayim, a plural form meaning "heights," "elevations" ( Genesis
1:1 ; 2:1 )72
“It is important to note that the term translated ‘heavens’ in the Old Testament normally
means sky, not the abode of God far above.” 73
In this section of the ‘Earthday Icon’ we find a selection of birds that are under threat and are
presently found in the Durrell Wildlife Zoo. A description of each bird, its distribution within the
world, its favoured habitat and why it is endangered, namely, what are the conservation issues
facing each of these bird species, can be found in the Durrell Wildlife Zoo booklet.
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Mountain Sunday

Seasons of Creation Liturgy
“Mountain Sunday celebrates all the mountains on our planet, near our homes and
beneath the ocean. This domain includes the various creatures that inhabit the
mountains, especially the wild worlds and strange life-forms that fascinate us and that
celebrate life with us. Mountains are not domains to be conquered, but to be enjoyed,
preserved, and explored as wondrous worlds of Creation. A special focus is a ‘mountain
top experience.’ We enter into God’s presence on a holy mountain. Like Zion or Sinai, it
is the mountain of God. In Scripture we become aware of God’s presence revealed on a
mountain—on Horeb, Zion and Calvary.” 74

The Narrative
“Old Testament: Isaiah 65:17-25 ‘Good News from a Holy Mountain’ the prophet dreams
of Mount Zion being transformed into a ‘peace mountain,’ a world where humans and
animals live in harmony.”75
17

For I am about to create new heavens and a new earth; the former things
shall not be remembered or come to mind 18 But be glad and rejoice forever
in what I am creating;
25
The wolf and the lamb shall feed together, the lion shall eat straw like the
ox; but the serpent—its food shall be dust! They shall not hurt or destroy on
all my holy mountain says the LORD.76
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The language of the icon
In this section of the ‘Earthday Icon’ I have chosen to represent those animal species found at
Durrell Wildlife Zoo that have a mountain habitat and are endangered. A description of each
animal can be found in the Durrell Wildlife Zoo booklet.

The Outer Circle –THE SPIRIT OF CREATION
“The Spirit is a deep impulse breathing life into Creation, suffering with Creation and
renewing all Creation.” 77
Within the outer circle of the ‘Earthday’ icon we encounter the Orthodox Season of Creation,
The Spirit of Creation. Here within the ‘Earthday’ icon, the Spirit of Creation is illustrated in 4
sections corresponding to the 4 Sundays celebrated during this liturgical season; Forest
Sunday, Land Sunday, Wilderness Sunday and River Sunday. The Spirit of Creation is a
moving force, it has the impulse to upset and reset, to work with suffering in Creation so that
there can be a renewal of Creation. This is why the outer circle of the icon illustrates 4 different
habitats, all populated with endangered species of animals.

Forest Sunday

Seasons of Creation Liturgy
“This Sunday celebrate Creation in the forest, remembering that God created humans
from Earth and planted a forest garden to be a home with the rest of their kin in
Creation.” 78
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The Narrative
In the Old Testament Genesis 2:8; 18-20 God creates humans from Earth and Spirit and plants
a forest garden to be a home with the rest of their kin in Creation.79
“And the LORD God planted a garden in Eden, in the east; and there he put
the man whom he had formed. 9 Out of the ground the LORD God made to
grow every tree that is pleasant to the sight and good for food, the tree of
life also in the midst of the garden, and the tree of the knowledge of good
and evil.
18

Then the LORD God said, “It is not good that the man should be alone; I
will make him a helper as his partner.” 19 So out of the ground the LORD
God formed every animal of the field and every bird of the air, and brought
them to the man to see what he would call them; and whatever the man
called every living creature, that was its name. 20 The man gave names to
all cattle, and to the birds of the air, and to every animal of the field.”80

The language of the icon
In this Forest garden the animals selected are chosen to represent the different species within
the forest habitat which are endangered and are therefore at the Durrell Wildlife Zoo. Details of
each can be found in the Durrell Wildlife Booklet.

Land Sunday
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Seasons of Creation Liturgy
“This Sunday gives us the opportunity to worship with the land, soil, and land
creatures.”81

The Narrative
In the Old Testament Genesis 3:14–19; The land (soil) of the Earth bears the curse for humans.
The Fall, as described by the Yawehist writers, places humankind in a state of disgrace. In the
Creation mythology described in this scripture passage the serpent plays an important part.
14

The LORD God said to the serpent, “Because you have done this, cursed
are you among all animals and among all wild creatures; upon your belly
you shall go, and dust you shall eat all the days of your life.
15
I will put enmity between you and the woman, and between your offspring
and hers; he will strike your head, and you will strike his heel.”
16

To the woman he said, “I will greatly increase your pangs in
childbearing; in pain you shall bring forth children, yet your desire shall be
for your husband, and he shall rule over you.”
17

And to the man he said, “Because you have listened to the voice of your
wife, and have eaten of the tree about which I commanded you, ‘You shall
not eat of it,’ cursed is the ground because of you; in toil you shall eat of it
all the days of your life; 18 thorns and thistles it shall bring forth for you; and
you shall eat the plants of the field. 19 By the sweat of your face you shall
eat bread until you return to the ground, for out of it you were taken; you
are dust, and to dust you shall return.” 82

The language of the icon
The ‘Earthday Icon’s’ subtle inclusion of the Biblical concept of the Serpent brings to the mind of
the onlooker its purpose as a symbol of evil. This is why I have placed Serpents in this section.
“ The symbol of a serpent or snake played important roles in religious and cultural life of
ancient Egypt, Canaan, Mesopotamia and Greece. The serpent was a symbol of evil
power and chaos from the underworld as well as a symbol of fertility, life and healing.
Nachash, Hebrew for "snake", is also associated with divination, including the verb-form
meaning to practice divination or fortune-telling. In the Hebrew Bible, Nachash occurs in
the Torah to identify the serpent in Eden.”83
Within New Testament Creation mythology Christ the Second Adam came to overcome the sin
and death caused by Adam, including the curse imposed on Earth. In Romans 5:17 Scripture
tells us that a second Adam comes to “Earth” and that Christ is the second Adam.
17

If, because of the one man’s trespass, death exercised dominion through
that one, much more surely will those who receive the abundance of grace
81
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and the free gift of righteousness exercise dominion in life through the one
man, Jesus Christ.84
Apart from the mythological language of the serpent, the animals in this section of the icon are
chosen to represent the different species found within the land habitat, species that are
endangered and with which Durrell Wildlife Zoo is working. Details of these animals can be
found in the Durrell Wildlife booklet.

Wilderness Sunday

Seasons of Creation Liturgy
“This Sunday we are invited to worship in the wilderness, with the Creations and the
creatures of the wild. Just as Jesus experienced life in the wilderness, we too have an
opportunity to worship with all God's wild life” 85

The Narrative
“2

As it is written in the prophet Isaiah, “See, I am sending my messenger
ahead of you, who will prepare your way; 3 the voice of one crying out in the
wilderness: ‘Prepare the way of the Lord, make his paths straight,’”86
In this piece of New Testament scripture taken from Mark’s Gospel we find John the Baptist
living in the wilderness. He is portrayed as a prophet with a mission to baptize those who turn to
God. It is here and to him that Jesus comes at the beginning of His ministry. Ten verses later in
Mark’s Gospel we find Jesus himself in the wild of the wilderness. Sent there to be tested;
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“When Jesus was baptized; the Spirit that fills all of Earth now fills Christ in a special
way. In response, Jesus retires to the wilderness to connect with Creation. In Mark’s
version, the wild animals and the angels join him.” 87
12

And the Spirit immediately drove him out into the wilderness. 13 He was in
the wilderness forty days, tempted by Satan; and he was with the wild
beasts; and the angels waited on him.”88

The language of the icon
The term wilderness is used many times in the Bible, and it is never portrayed as the final
destination, but as the place that people go through to get from one point to another. It is not a
‘permanent’. In the story of the Exodus the wilderness rested between Egypt and the Promised
Land. It is a place of liminality a place and state of being one needs to move through in order to
be re-ordered. For many in the Bible it was a place and time to learn to trust God. For Jesus, his
wilderness time on earth was to learn obedience.
The wilderness is also the place in Biblical terms that we encounter the wild beasts so it is this
section of the icon that I have chosen to represent the different animal species which in this
wilderness habitat are endangered. However, I note that this is the section of the icon with a
habitat that has the least number of endangered species because it is the most inhospitable
place to live.

River Sunday.
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Seasons of Creation Liturgy
“This Sunday the river with all the water life residing around it is the focus. The
mysterious world of a river can be a great joy to many and this Sunday scripture
describes how a river will flow directly from God with trees of life growing on either side
to bring healing to all nations on Earth. This water can also symbolize Christ as the water
of life.” 89

The Narrative
The river of God is full of water, life giving water, vital water, to feed and sustain all living things.
This is so aptly described in Psalm 65:9-13.
9”

You visit the earth and water it, you greatly enrich it; the river of God is
full of water; you provide the people with grain, for so you have prepared it.
10
You water its furrows abundantly, settling its ridges, softening it with
showers, and blessing its growth.
11
You crown the year with your bounty; your wagon tracks overflow with
richness.
12
The pastures of the wilderness overflow, the hills gird themselves with
joy,
13
the meadows clothe themselves with flocks, the valleys deck themselves
with grain, they shout and sing together for joy.”90
In the final book of the Bible, Revelation 22:1–5 we hear that God will heal the Earth when
Creation is restored, It tells us a river will flow directly from God with trees of life growing on
either side to bring healing to all nations on Earth because it is ‘The River of Life’, where, once
again as we saw at the beginning of the Bible, the Tree of Life can be found.
22

Then the angel showed me the river of the water of life, bright as crystal,
flowing from the throne of God and of the Lamb 2 through the middle of the
street of the city. On either side of the river is the tree of life with its twelve
kinds of fruit, producing its fruit each month; and the leaves of the tree are
for the healing of the nations.”91

The language of the icon
In this section of the icon we find the River with a plethora of animals. A "river" (Nahar in Arabic)
implies a continuous and full, perennial stream, such as the River Jordan in Genesis 2:10.
10”

A river flows out of Eden to water the garden, and from there it divides
and becomes four branches.”92
In the middle of this section of the ‘Earthday Icon’ is a tree, symbolically representing ‘The Tree
of Life’ as found in the Creation myth.
89
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“The tree of life (Hebrew Etz haChayim) is a term used in the Hebrew Bible that is a
component of the world tree motif. In the Book of Genesis, the tree of life is first
described in chapter 2, verse 9 as being planted with the tree of the knowledge of good
and evil (Hebrew: " )עֵ ץ הַ ַדעַ תin the midst of the Garden of Eden" by God. In Genesis 3:24
cherubim guard the way to the tree of life at the east end of the Garden. The tree of life
has become the subject of some debate as to whether or not the tree of the knowledge of
good and evil is the same tree.” 93
Outside of Genesis, the term "tree of life" appears in the Book of Proverbs and the Book of
Revelation.” There is however much debate as to whether the Tree of Knowledge is the same
tree as the Tree of Life. In Eastern Orthodox thinking the Tree of Life has traditionally been
understood as;
“A prefiguration of the Cross, which humanity could not partake of until after the
incarnation, death and resurrection of Jesus. One of the hymns chanted during the
forefeast of the nativity of Christ says: Make ready, O Bethlehem, for Eden hath been
opened for all. Prepare, O Ephratha, for the tree of life hath blossomed forth in the cave
from the Virgin; for her womb did appear as a spiritual paradise in which is planted the
divine Plant, whereof eating we shall live and not die as did Adam. Christ shall be born,
raising the image that fell of old.” 94
The animals in this section of the icon represent the different species found within the river
habitat and are endangered. All these animals can be found at the Durrell Wildlife Zoo and are
described in detail in the next chapter.
The Season of Creation Sunday cycle ends with River Sunday. The River which watered the
Garden of Eden in Creation mythology in the first book of the Bible, is again found in the last
book of Bible where its place is one of restoring and healing.
3“

Nothing accursed will be found there any more. But the throne of God and
of the Lamb will be in it, and his servants will worship him; 4 they will see his
face, and his name will be on their foreheads. 5 And there will be no more
night; they need no light of lamp or sun, for the Lord God will be their light,
and they will reign forever and ever.”95

Conclusion
The Orthodox Seasons of Creation have given structure and meaning to this ‘Earthday Icon’
design. In writing an icon scriptural and theological substance is required, because the
‘Earthday Icons’ focus is Creation and humankinds place in Creation. The significant content of
this liturgical season is suitable for the divine intention of this icon.
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If we do not place the whole of Creation within a time of praise through the Church’s Liturgical
Cycle according to John Chryssavgis;
“We are no longer respectful pilgrims on this earth; we have been reduced to mere tourists.”96

96

P5 Icons and Cosmos.
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